




INTRODUCTION  

Natalie is the second participant for my    

portrait research. The interview occurs on 

the 22
nd May, 2009. Being close friends,      

Natalie is familiar with how I inquire into   

personal understanding through creative 

therapy, where she takes this opportunity to 

explore a  recent issue she has experienced.  

 

During Natalie’s story telling, I notice I am 

trying to track the content for my data      

records rather than be fully present to our 

emotional and embodied experiencing.  

Natalie’s portrait takes me on a journey     

between letting go and holding the tension, 

and of trusting the emergence of artwork in   

process. 
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Making the shift from being caught up with the content and moving 

into feeling modes, it is not long before we are exploring the emotive 

aspects of Natalie’s world. Natalie’s strong declaration for rejecting 

an aspect of herself she calls her ‘promiscuous self’ jolts my senses.       

I feel shock. This content seems extreme, unbalanced, and a little 

risky. I know I will have to be sensitive in how I represent this rejected 

aspect she talks about. I ask her how this rejection feels, to which she 

offers an embodied response as a simmering feeling in her chest... 

 

 N:  Like...Larva, viscose, thick blood. Blood  RED! Fire RED!  

        ...needing to be spewed out. 

 

I can feel myself pulling back and wanting to protect my centre. She 

says she worries she may hurt or offend people she loves if she       

approaches them about this issue and that her power feels               

unbalanced because of this. 

 

I also feel a strong imbalance with my body tilting back, I find  myself 

wanting to stabilise.  

 

A sense of shame and guilt arises for Natalie where she hints on      

aspects of low self-worth and how the suppression of this is also felt in 

her eyes...  

 

 N:  Like an unexpressed potential. 

 

I see her eyes glisten and I feel the sadness wanting to come up.     

Before we can explore this suppression further, Natalie’s quick      

composure brings us back into the story — back into a comfortable 

place of talking about it— not being in it. I wonder why I don’t invite 

the tears in this moment, and I notice my tentative pace waiting for the 

right moment to revisit this feeling. Meanwhile, I stay present to     

Natalie’s animated expressions and the dynamic swirling of her arms, 

where I experience feelings of 

 

RELIEF  

Letting go. Sadness. Deep. Longing.  

Yearning to be one and not separated 

then - bewilderment and apprehension...? 

 

Is this apprehension mine or hers? I hear her say words like insecure, 

trepidation and fear, yet I hold my own concern about sensitively    

companioning and visually representing such a delicate issue. Using  

another form of creative engagement, Natalie shares her story through  

sand-play.  

 

I invite Natalie to select an object or figurine from the sand-play shelf 

to symbolise this so-called ‘ugly whore’ archetype she tags as her 

‘shadow promiscuous self’. To my surprise and curiosity Natalie chooses 

a snarling three headed black dog (the toy prototype from Harry Potter 

and the Philosophers Stone, named ‘Fluffy’). It’s definitely not some-

thing I would have chosen, yet Natalie’s personal selection reminds me 

of the very subjective and pre-reflective way people connect to objects 

or images to emphasise meaning. 

 

I am often curious of the way a client selects, holds and responds to a            

significant object, and ultimately what they do with it. In this instance I     

observe Natalie’s firm grasp on the snarling beast. In fact, her fingers         

become white with pressure: compressed by a sense of anger. Seized in 

one hand  with  a  very strong grip, Natalie shakes the dog up and down  

THE INTERVIEW... 
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several times while verbally snarling at it. She declares it signifies the ‘ugly 

headed prostitute’. Without my asking to see it or hold it, she quickly hands 

me this shadowy creature. 

 

Without question, I quietly accept the menacing 3-headed creature she has 

rejected, and I ask her…  

 

R: Why this black dog? 

 

N: It has three heads, ugly and it also represents pure ego. 

    It’s needy of attention too. Old patterns – letting loose.  

 

Although Natalie says words like ugly, ego, needy, attention and letting 

loose, I am more interested in the vitality of her grasping, and conversely, of 

her letting go or passing this figure to me. Now holding Fluffy, I ask… 
 

R: What would be the opposite of this intimidating creature? 

 

N: Something with self-respect. 

  

R: Can you find an object/figure to represent self-respect? 

 

Natalie looks thoughtfully upon the objects on the shelves and quietly yet 

confidently selects not one but three figurines. She holds them loosely in 

her hands.  

 

N:  She [Tinkerbelle] personifies self-respect and offers a  

bit of magic to life. She [Wonder Woman] personifies 

 woman… hear me roar! And she [girl in red] is the inner  

child – playful, trusting, and joyful. They all take care and  

are loving and passionate. 

 

Then scowling back at ‘Fluffy’ Natalie remarks... 

 

N:  She manipulates feminine gifts 

     - brings me down into the darkness.  

 

To explore this darkness further, Natalie offers another part of her story 

about a recent meditation she encountered which took her into dark 

pitch-black place that she described as almost blinding, as if she had to 

feel her way through the darkness.  

 

R:  What is your felt sense of being in such a dark place? 

 

N:  Instability, insecurity… I don’t know? Like - look out, I’m  

       coming! Trepidation, like I have to trust my own  

       resources. Like being in the lion’s den. 

 

R:  Where in your body do you feel this instability, insecurity  

       and trepidation? 

 

     N: Fear at my stomach… my power centre goes weak.  

                      If I were to visualise it, it would be the cork in the bottle  

                     and the fear is to stop it from letting it come out.                      

                     It’s not about control – it’s about the letting go.  

         It’s about being in tune, with integrity and peace.  

         The shame makes me self-critical.  

         It’s a comfortable old coat for me – to not shine my light.  
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        N:  To enjoy my ways of self-expression or extraverted tendencies.  

             I feel or fear rejection. So I relinquish my inhibitions, restrict  

 my shine-brightly attitude and fall into darkness. I stay calm  

            and want to merge. Even darkness has its various shade.  

 

During the inquiry, Natalie is comfortable reclaiming the rejected black dog. 

Concluding our conversation, I imagine many ways to start Natalie’s           

portrait, however I ask Natalie how she feels and what position, gesture or     

presence seems to reflect her new way of knowing and being. She states 

firmly... 

 

                   N:  Resolution and balance. 

 

I ask her to find a position that embodies this way. She sits cross-legged on a 

chair with her hands clasped together, resting in her lap. Calm and centred, 

Natalie stares beyond me as I take a few photographs.  

 

There is something about Natalie’s look of detachment in this moment that     

projects her sense of letting go. I am also struck by the colour of her fire red 

shirt, noting this fits well with her words blood red and fire red. 

 

The key words from our conversation (in Table 16), offer description for     

further inquiry. 

Table 16 — Key words from Natalie’s inquiry 

 

Need for balance. 
 

It starts in chaos and darkness— 
then into freedom and release.  

Into the darkness and into the light. 
Accepting many shades of grey  

Holding the centre. Power at the centre. 
 Letting go, letting loose 

Longing and yearning for something. 
Wanting to sit peacefully not knowing. 

A day later, I draw a depiction in charcoal that brings forth the       

competing elements that move me in Natalie’s story (Figure 21). It 

tells of a battle between the forces of good and bad. I see the           

ferociousness of the markings in the darker area, and note how the 

lighter lines motion away as if escaping from harm’s way. Both dark 

and light areas are balanced equally on the paper.  

 

This drawing of opposites takes me to the next stage in designing 

Natalie’s portrait, where I create a basic montage of her image in 

Photoshop with the two forces at play (Figure  22). 
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 Figure 22 — ‘In-between the light and dark forces’      (photomontage / 25-05-2009) 

As a starting point, I like the idea of the forces at play in front of     

Natalie as she calmly sits balanced between them. I imagine somehow 

Natalie will hold power at her centre (where her hands hold together). I  

recall how expressive her hands moved during her story telling. I       

decide not to refine this image any further, trusting that the dynamic 

movement while painting her portrait will capture this vitality. I notice 

the black area reaches upwards, whereas the lighter area motions 

downwards. They are both active and alike in nature, yet not quite 

connected here in this image.   

 Figure 21 — ‘Caught in the lion’s den’                                       (charcoal on A4 paper / 23-05-2009) 
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 Figure 23 — ‘Centred between’                                                                                                            (oil on canvas / 120x120cms / 28/05/2009) 



Expressing movement and momentum I apply a thin lean mixture of muted 

colours of purple, sepia and charcoal grey across the whole canvas resulting in 

a range of warm tones in stirring mid-greys. This serves as a background    

colour to hold the more dynamic contrasts of black and white paint. It’s 

messy yet fresh in vitality. A feeling of letting go happens as I paint the swirls 

in the movements that Natalie made during her inquiry. Rubbing back some 

of the swirls in the centre area, I introduce Natalie into the picture, painting 

her in the middle (Figure 23). 

 

 

This first attempt at capturing the energy and interplay of light and dark is 

feels right, yet I am not sure about the appearance of Natalie’s face and 

hands. While I have managed to create a reasonable likeness, I feel she looks 

too stern, not quite how she looked when I photographed her. I attempt to 

loosen her look — to make her appear more yielding in her new position. 

PONDERINGS... 

PROCESS... 
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 Figure 24 — ‘Movement between the two’                                                                                                     (oil on canvas / 120x120cms / 02-04-2009)  



I refine Natalie’s features with attention to detail, where her face seems to have          

softened yet I feel I am close to losing the freshness, spontaneity and movement of the 

black and white areas that presented in the first layer (Figure 24). 

 

 

Forgetting my early declaration of not wanting to refine things,  I lose the subtle     

transparent wisps of movement and the fluid energy, making way for a more            

structured look. Some of the immediacy is lost and I wonder why I don’t stop now. 

 

On a technical note I get caught up in the traditional approach of portraiture,              

succumbing to the notion that the hands and face importantly tell something of the 

character of the subject. Worried that I have painted Natalie’s hands to look odd and 

club-like, I attempt to fix appearances meanwhile losing the wisps of colour that played 

in this area. 

 

Stuck on automatic pilot, I am disappointed I have lost some of the unrestrained        

under-layers: sacrificing freedom for structure. With perseverance I continue to fix up 

areas that still bother me. Almost predictable, my next bumbling attempt to hide the 

club-like hands spells disaster.  

 

Annoyed at the loss of vitality of the first and second layers, I see how my deliberate 

attempt to define what I think should be there takes something away in the process 

(Figure 25).  

PONDERINGS... 

PROCESS... 
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Figure 25 — ‘Adding the fire’                                                                                                                      (oil on canvas/ 120x120cms/ 27/04/2009) 



Annoyed at my long-standing habit of over correcting areas in an art 

work, I feel I have  killed the spontaneity with a visual cliché — of fire 

at the centre of her belly. Trying to hide this part doesn’t help       

matters, where more swirling patterns of black, white and shades of 

grey impart a decorative and stilted look compared to the previous 

layers (Figure 25).  

 

 

Once again, I wonder why the words STOP PAINTING don’t occur to 

me. With some disappointment, I finally accept the work without 

adding more. On the upside, I feel I have captured Natalie’s look of 

detachment,  as she sits between the rivalling interactive forces. 

 

I send these images of the portrait-in-process to Natalie (06/05/2009), 

meanwhile I store it away for over a year.  

 

 

 

 

The following year, Natalie sends a short statement of her                

experience while being a portrait participant (see Appendix A3). 

From her response, I recreate an ‘I-poem’ that illuminates her         

participation (Table 17). 

 

‘I’ 

 
I felt I struggled with the inner 
I felt guided 
I felt freedom and structure 
I felt positive in the process 
I felt natural 
I found myself. 
 
I felt… confusion, turmoil, polarity and regret. 
I felt tangible 
I saw myself. 

I felt vulnerable yet… 
I was in awe of my power. 
 
I felt balanced 
I felt centred 
I felt untouched by chaos 
I felt distilled 
I felt two sides. 

 

 

Table 17— Natalie’s I-Poem   (April, 2010) 

PONDERINGS... 

PROCESS... 
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RETURNING TO THE PORTRAIT... 



On the 15th October, 2010, my study colleague Stacey, has joined me 

for a peer supervision session. 

 

While viewing all the portraits in my studio, Stacey asks me, 

 

S:    Are they all finished? 

R:   Yes... though I am not so sure about this one  

         [pointing to Natalie’s portrait].  

S:   What’s unfinished about it? 

R:   Not sure, but I think I want to cut the  

       image (cut the canvas). 

 

Stacey shows surprised on her face yet is curious why I want to do 

this. 

 

I explain that while 16 months have passed since I painted Natalie’s 

portrait, I realise something is missing from the work. Trying to recall 

Natalie’s sand-play during her first interview, I find the 3-headed dog 

and the woman in red from my sand-play shelves. I recall moments 

that seemed very connecting during her sand-play, and decide to 

physically place these figurines in the artwork.  

Without carefully measuring the placement of the holes for these 

figurines, I cut two small openings in the dark and light areas of the 

artwork using a Stanley knife. Simultaneously I hear Stacey take a 

deep breath in. Noticing Stacey’s reaction makes me feel a hint of  

regret, however I continue even though I am not quite sure why I have 

rushed in without measure. I push them into place (Figure 26). 

 

I notice they now stand level and in duel (dual) and declare... 

 

R:  Now they’re in there!  

 

I proceed to cut curved vertical lines through the fire in an upward  

direction.  

 

Cutting a finished artwork feels risky and exhilarating, releasing the 

tightness of the surface while symbolically marking the area for       

significance and meaning.  

 

I also note how cutting the canvas touches on the taboo which fits 

perfectly for Natalie’s explorations. I conclude... 

 

R:  Now it’s finished. 

Final addition to Natalie’s portrait... PROCESS... 
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Figure 26 —  ‘The Duel/Dual’                                                                                                 (oil on canvas / 120x120cms / 15-10-2010) 



Stunned by my cutting Natalie’s portrait, Stacey explores her own felt 

sense of wanting to pull back. While a hint of caution and doubt         

occurred for me while cutting the painting, we both explore the           

feelings around this uncertainty, including my boldness and risk taking. 

We also agree this comes with the artistic process: to flow between 

states of hesitation and assured action—to trust in the artistic process 

as Hyland Moon (2009), Lett (2011) and McNiff (1998b) advise. 

 

Now the portrait has changed dramatically with a new conversation 

taking place in the work.  

 

I recall Natalie saying the girl in red represented the inner child—

playful, trusting, and joyful. A conversation now exists between the 

primitive and the civilised—between angry and happy dispositions. 

Their physical distance is noted. I imagine they verbally battle it out, 

questioning each other’s intentions. This is a balancing act of the wild 

and the conservative: of the intellectual and the emotional which     

resonates in both our worlds of knowing and being.  

 

A greater dynamic is stated between passion and detachment, where 

Natalie mediates between. In a strong dynamic, the two duelling       

figures stand their ground where the black crouching dog hides in the 

shadowy dark places, while the girl in red stands upright and courteous 

– happily seen in the light for joy and trust. 

 

I glue these toy figures in place.  
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Months later I return to finalise the connection between these two    

figures. Securing a thin long chain around their necks, I feel the tension 

is held equally between them—taunt—yet with a little bit of slack.  

 

When viewing the work in this final stage, Natalie confesses this        

particular aspect of the work is quite confronting. She  relates to the       

Figure 27 —  ‘Holding the tension’                                                                                                                                                       (oil & mixed media on canvas / 120x120cms / 25/01/2011)  

notion of restriction around her neck where tension builds by the voice 

of the critic. Natalie says she is currently attending to this aspect in her 

personal quest for meaning. Holding her neck gently with one hand, 

Natalie makes a soft gulp and concludes how difficult it is for her to see 

it presented so tellingly. She also feels recognised and somehow        

relieved in the process—an acknowledgement of the critic. 
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Figure 28 — ‘The duel/dual’                                                 (oil & mixed media on canvas / 120x120cms / 15-10-2010) 



Table 18 — SHF Natalie’s finished portrait 

Seeing the image: 

Hearing the image: 
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Table 18 presents a descriptive experiential and phenomenological account of seeing,      

hearing and  feeling (SHF) Natalie’s portrait finished artwork. This offers new ways of 

knowing Natalie in her story, as expressed through the artwork. Resonant key words 

(presented in bold) are thereafter clustered into four themes, that of Balance, Imbalance, 

Turbulence, and Calm which are evident in the work (see Table 19). Descriptive statements 

are included at the bottom for further processing.  

Feeling the image: 

 



                        

 Balance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
balanced between good and evil 
circular - symmetrically  
beauty meets beast 
passion and intellect 
yin-yang  
all equidistance 
movement and energy of both 
forces (black and white) 
balance of opposites  
interconnected 
lost and found  
interaction between the forces of 
good and evil - both sides 
converge  -  inbetween 
quarrel between two forces  
both know each other’s meaning 
by their tone of voice 
something of interest 
relatively  
same size - levelled  

                       

  Imbalance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
afar 
move beyond the edges 
one has a little of the other in them  
beyond  
detachment  
they speak in different languages 
difference  
right is more vertical and upright 
left is more horizontal and longer 
separate 
they both have no grounding  
different in shape and form 

                       

  Turbulence 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
looping  
swirling  
looping 
beyond her control 
turbulence  
angry  
noticeable  
sparks and crackles  
fire of desire 
ferocious creature tilts forward      
baring its gnashing teeth 
growl is deep 
loud and menacing 
not to be kept on a leash tide up  
angrier 
don’t start fires you can’t put out 
breathes heavily on the fire 
sparking up the flames to ignite 
primitive urges 

                           

 Calm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
hides  
calm  
whistling 
gently  
not a raging fire 
surrounded  
demurely 
calling gently  
quieten down 
hush 
sit 
stay 
to remain in control  

Table 19 —  Resonant key words - SHF the artwork - descriptive statements 
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BALANCE 
 
Intervals of silence  
Hush! 
Sit! 
Stay! 
With certainty and predictability,          
I act demure for  control.  
Calm and gentle, the raging fire does 
not reside within. 

                         
IMBALANCE 
 
Speaking different languages we    
are not in time, tune or rhythm.   
Juxtaposed differently where       
horizontal versus vertical we find 
dissonance. 
 
Detached, there is no grounding. We 
occupy our own territory. 

                         
TURBULENCE  
 
When I’m restricted, tided up or kept     
on a leash, I tilt forward, breathing 
flames and igniting primitive urges of   
Red Hot Passion. 
 
Ferocious growls of gnashing teeth -     
the turbulence of anger flickers loud    
and menacing.  
 
Great tension is present. 
 
 

                            

CALM 
 
Symmetrically balanced, inbetween 
movement and energy, both forces    
converge and interact in a symphony 
duet.  
 
Like the Yin-Yang of passion and        
intellect, the balance of opposites        
sits equidistant to explore both sides... 
meeting in the middle. 

Table 19 — Continued... depictions 
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REDUCTION TO ESSENCE...  

The following creative visual poetic depictions present new ways of 

understanding our experience in seeking balance, being detached 

from the imbalance, feeling the turbulence and tension from the    

battle between good and bad, and feeling calm in the balance of    

opposites.  

 

While these representations come from my own experience of SHF 

the finished portrait, I have presented another multimodal                

connection to the nature of Natalie’s experience; to her struggles 

with two opposing forces; her search for centeredness and calm in 

the imbalance; her need to close off and remain detached, yet stay 

present to what comes.  
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balance 
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imbalance 
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turbulence 
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calm 
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Presentation of artwork in process during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV 2012 

Figure 29 — Natalie’s portrait in process for exhibition  
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